Microbial Cleaners
SURFACE CLEAN * TRAP CLEAN * PARTS CLEAN

Clean Earth Solutions is an
environmental firm focusing on
the education, prevention and
remediation of various types of
contamination. The scope of
services offered by Clean Earth
Solutions fall under two major
headings. These headings are
“Products” and “Services”.
Under each individual heading
are specific areas of expertise
that provide our customers with
comprehensive programs to
prevent, identify, and eliminate
contamination liabilities and
responsibilities. At Clean Earth
Solutions, we begin each project
analytically, work through it
diligently, and finish it to our
own high standards, as well as
our clients complete satisfaction.

Clean Earth Solutions
1385 Wald Road
New Braunfels, TX 78132
Phone: 830-626-1422
Fax: 830-626-1922
www.cleanearthsolutions.com

Clean Earth Solution’s microbial based cleaners effectively remediate
specific contaminants. These contaminants include Petroleum Hydrocarbons
and food grade fats, oils and grease (FOGs).
Surface Clean effectively remediates misplaced hydrocarbons by
transforming them into naturally occurring, helpful elements, such as H2O and
CO2. Surface Clean is highly effective in treating “raw product” applications
such as product spills and emergency response situations, due to it’s ability to
make petroleum hydrocarbon molecules water soluble. This chemical
transformation greatly reduces, or even eliminates, flamability and explosivity
dangers.
Parts Clean is special formulation of Surface Clean designed not to foam in a
parts washer application.
Trap Clean transfers FOGs into water soluble fatty acids that the microbes
utilize as their primary food source. The “dissolved” food source is then
absorbed by the microbes. Nutrients in Trap Clean also enhance the ability of
the microbes to assimilate their food source faster, reproduce faster and leave
your drains and grease trap “CLEAN” faster !
Transforming contaminants, rather than transferring them, is especially crucial
in today’s ecologically sensitive times for numerous reasons!
v
Non Hazardous, Non Flammable, Non Toxic and Non Carcinogenic.
v
Neutral pH -7.0
v
Excellent Cleaner Without Polluting.
v
Will Not Harm Hands or Skin.
v
No Storage Regulations.
v
Emergency Spill Control and Remediation.
v
Ends Liability Trail.
v
Transforms Contaminants Rather Than Transferring Them.
These microbial cleaners are an excellent means of remediating problem
contaminants. They are equally effective on hard surfaces, soils, or
waterways.
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